Classical Powder Diffraction usually assumes samples with completely random orientation distribution of the crystallites. It can be generalized to non-random orientation distribution (texture) by introducing a texture factor which enters the expression of the integral intensity directly and serves as a weight function in expressions of peak shift or peak broadening. Hence, all methods of powder diffraction, for instance, phase analysis, crystal structure analysis, stress analysis, particles size analysis, can also be carded out with textured samples. Textured polycrystalline samples may be considered as being intermediate between single crystals and random powder samples. Hence, they contain information about the directions of reciprocal lattice vectors r(hkt which are "averaged out in random polycrystals, the measured intensities of which depend only on the absolute values [r(hkO This information can be used, for instance, to separate overlapped structure factors [F(hk0 [2 or to index powder diffraction diagrams.
INTRODUCTION DIFFRACTION FROM POLYCRYSTALS
Polycrystal diffraction means diffraction from samples containing a large number (infinitely many) of small crystallites which cannot be individually distinguished. This applies particularly to two different cases:
In classical powder diffraction the sample has been prepared from a true (loose) powder. In this case the aggregate parameters of the crystallites in the sample are uninteresting. Ideally, they are chosen to be "as random as possible" both with respect to crystal orientation as well as to spacial arrangement (see e.g. Jenkins and Snyder, 1996) .
In materials science, compact polycrystalline samples must be studied. In this case the aggregate parameters are given. Often they are far from being random and in many cases they have a particular interest for materials characterization (see e.g. Hasek, 1993) . This applies particularly to the texture as one of the most important aggregate parameters.
Hence, polycrystal diffraction must take both these cases into account.
In polycrystal diffraction methods essentially three different parameters can be measured experimentally (see e.g. Bish and Post, 1989; Jenkins and Snyder, 1996) as is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 : Figure The three main quantifies obtained by powder diffraction: Integral intensity, peak shift, peak broadening.
(1) Integral intensity depending on: volume fraction of phases crystal structure (structure factors) lattice vibrations (temperature factors) composition in solid solutions ordering in solid solutions orientation distribution (texture) lattice defects aggregate structure (microabsorption) texture factor
(2) Peak position depending on: composition in solid solutions thermal expansion internal stresses (I kind) texture averages
(3) Peak shape (broadening) depending on:
internal stresses (II, III kind) particle size dislocation substructure stacking faults texture averages Measuring any one of these quantities always raises the problem of separating all the influences contributing to that quantity. Preferred orientation (texture) has a direct influence only on integral intensity. It may have, however, an indirect influence on the other two quantities. Hence, it must be taken into consideration (as a weight function) when analyzing peak position and peak shape for the parameters on which they depend.
THE RECIPROCAL SPACE OF SINGLE AND POLYCRYSTALS
The intensity reflected from an ideal single crystal can be expressed by the square of the structure factor IF(hgl)[ plotted at the reciprocal lattice points r*hgt) (see e g Klug and Alexander, 1962) . In a polycrystalline sample, the reciprocal lattices of very many crystals in the orientations g are superposed. Hence, the density distribution (of structure factors) in the reciprocal space of such a sample can be written I/(rChgt))l f IF(g" rc*hge))12f(g)dg, r(hkl) g" r(*hkl), (1) where f(g) is the crystallite Orientation Distribution Function (ODF). This density distribution consists of a set of spheres with the radii ]rgt) [, thepole spheres, with continuous but generally not constant density digtribution on these spheres. In the case of random crystallite ODF the density becomes constant on each of the spheres and thus it depends only on Ir(hkl)l
In the most general case, the reciprocal space of a polycrystalline sample is truely three-dimensional. It is the convolution of the reciprocal space of the single crystal with the ODF of the crystallites as expressed in Eq. (1). This is illustrated in Fig. 2 (Bunge, 1994) .
Texture Correction
Many of the classical powder diffraction methods have been worked out on the basis of random crystal ODF (see e.g. Bish and Post, 1989; Jenkins and Snyder, 1996) a.J. BUNGE practice, this condition can, however, often not exactly be reached. Nevertheless, it may be assumed as an approximation. The sample will then have a weak residual texture which can be taken into account by a texture correction. After that, the evaluation of the experimental data follows the schedule designed for random samples. Texture correction has been considered by several authors, e.g. J/irvinen et al. (1970) , Valvoda (1986 Valvoda ( , 1987 , Brokmeier (1991) and Bonarski et al. (1991) .
Deconvolution of the Reciprocal Space
If the texture function f(g) is known and the density [(r(hkl) If we are interested in any one of these quantities, the other three must be quantitatively known.
THE TEXTURE FACTOR
The texture of a polycrystalline sample is defined by the volume fraction of crystallites having the orientation g of their crystal coordinate system Ks with respect to a sample-fixed coordinate sytem Ka, Fig. 3 
In principle, the first integral over the "pole figure" {a } can be obtained really as an integral, whereas the second one over the "inverse pole figure" {O(hkl) 7(hkO} can only be approximated by the available (hkl). Applying the integral equation (5) to the (corrected) intensities I in Eq. (2) eliminates the texture factor, and the following evaluation of the data can be carried out as with random samples. Integration according to Eq. (6) over the inverse pole figure must take the (hkl)-dependence of the reflectivity R(hkl into account (i.e. only I/R can be "integrated" over the inverse pole figure) .
Determination of the Texture Factor by Measurements
If f(g) is known in Eq. (4) the texture factor can be calculated for any sample direction {a } and for any (hkl). On the other hand, if the texture factor P(hkt)(a/3) has been measured for a sufficient number of values {a } and/or (hkl) then Eq. (4) can be solved for f(g) in a sufficient approximation. In fortunate cases, this can be achieved with considerably less experimental data than are needed in order to obtain the integrals (5) and (6) with a good accuracy Bunge, 1991) .
Texture Representation by Series Expansion
The texture function f(g) can be expressed in terms of a series expansion using generalized spherical harmonics which are invariant with respect to crystal and sample symmetry (Bunge, 1982) .
Here, the index # is related to crystal symmetry and u to sample symmetry. We assume that we are not interested in the texture of the sample itself In this case we can always introduce axial sample symmetry by rapid sample spinning during measurement Then the index u takes on only one value so that we can drop it from Eq. (7). Introducing Eq. (7) (with this assumption) into Eq. (4) Ths an be alulatd from a "suint" number of intnsit masurmnts of reflxions (hkl)m at the sampl orientations , using a least-squares ondition 4 t)(a) N(hkt)2A + 1C;. (hkl) . Kx(a) 
where the minimum must be obtained with respect to N(hkl and C'. Here, it is assumed that no overlapping of reflexions (hkl) of all phases occur. (If this is not true, a similar but more complex expression must be used instead of Eq. (9).) It may be mentioned here that Eqs. (8) and (9) can also be expressed in terms of all other sample symmetries (i.e. including the index v). See e.g. Bunge (1977 Bunge ( , 1982 . According to Eq. (2) the normalization factor N[hkl has the form Niikkl i0 vi Rhkl) Iihgt)(random), (10) which is identical with Eq. (2) for random samples. Hence, determining the normalization factors N[hkt from Eq. (9) reduces powder diffraction of textured samples to the case of random samples.
The solution of Eq. (9) for the unknowns N(,kt), C may be considered for two different situations, i.e. full texture analysis and minimum-effort texture analysis.
Full texture analysis
If the intensities l(hkt)(a) can be measured as (virtually) continuous functions of the angle a then the routine methods of texture analysis (ODF-analysis) can be applied.
In this case a solution procedure for Eq. (9) is applied which is based on integration over the measured intensity functions I(hkt)(a) (see e.g. Bunge, 1982) . The normalization factors Nhkt) are obtained, in this method, in a direct way based on the normalization condition (5). This requires complete pole figures, i.e. intensities measui'ed in the full range 0 < a < 90.
If the intensities Ithkt)(a) are known only in a restricted range 0 < a < amax < 90 (incomplete pole figures) then the normalization condition (5) cannot be used explicitly. Nevertheless, a modified procedure can still be used. This procedure starts with an approximation assumption for the non-measured range area,, < a < 90 and then repeats the procedure for complete pole figures iteratively. If the measured range 0 < c < Cma is large enough then this iterative procedure converges quite well (see e.g. Dahms and Bunge, 1989 ).
Routine computer programs for "full texture analysis" are available depending on crystal and sample symmetry (see e.g. Dahlem-Klein et al. (1993) for cubic crystal symmetry). The axial sample symmetry can easily be introduced as a special case (subsymmetry) of the (most frequently used) orthohombic sample symmetry.
"Full texture analysis" is based on the measurement of "pole figures" as continuous functions of the sample angles c,/3 (in the particular case of axial sample symmetry only the angle c0. It usually requires only a low number of reflexions (hkl) of which pole figures must be measured. The total number of measured intensity values I(hkl)(OZ) included in the solution of Eq. (9) is usually much higher than the number of unknown quantities, i.e. C and Nhkt). Full texture analysis thus uses a good deal of overdetermination (redundance) for the determination of the unknowns C' and Nhkl).
In full texture analysis the degree L of series expansion can be chosen. Often the value L is chosen "high enough" so as to be "on the safe side" for an unknown degree of texture sharpness. Hence, full texture analysis requires a texture goniometer which allows the measurement of intensities as a continuous function of the angles a,/3 (or at least the angle "Minimum-effort" texture analysis In many cases it is, however, desirable to obtain the texture coefficients C' in Eq. (9) from the lowest possible number of intensity measurements Ithkt)(a), particularly only from a few (isolated) angular values c,, as was assumed in Eq. (9). This situation is particularly encountered in routine phase analysis from true powders. In this case it may be assumed that it is possible to prepare a sample with a very flat texture which can be sufficiently characterized by a low number of coefficients C in Eq. (9). In this case another solution procedure of Eq. (9) can be used which is not based on integration over the angle a (see e.g. Bunge, 1977; 1990; Bunge and Wang, 1987) . Also in this procedure some redundance of measured intensity values with respect to the unknowns C and N(hkl is required. However, the degree of redundance is to be kept as low as possible (with respect to the required accuracy of the values C and N(hkl)).
The number of unknowns, and hence the number of required intensity values, can be reduced by:
(1) using the flattest possible texture in order to have the lowest number of unknown texture coefficients C (i.e. the lowest value L);
(2) taking the (hkl)-dependence of the normalization factors Niihgt into account, such that only one normalization factor N (for each phase i) remains unknown in Eq. (9).
In order to fulfill condition (2) we put Rihkl) R (with 1), Fig. 5 . The total number of coefficients C up to A L is then obtained as given in Table 1 . Weak residual textures, as they may be obtained by trying to prepare random samples, can often be described by the lowest L-value (e.g. 2 or 4, respectively). In materials science, however, convergence values of L= 22 (and higher) are frequently necessary.
Texture Model Functions
Sometimes it is possible to represent the texture function by a function of a specific type which then depends only on a few parameters (which may be less than the number of coefficients C in Eq. (9)). For example, the texture may be characterized by one preferred orientation go {qobo2} with some spread with the spread parameter w about it. Particularly simple is a Gaussian spread. Then the texture function has the form fg0(g) fmax" e-(l'xgl/)2, g Ag.go.
In the case of axially symmetric textures the angle 0 is not defined. Hence, the model texture Eq. (12) contains three free parameters 0 0 2 w. Furthermore, it can often be assumed that the preferred orientation, i.e. b is known. Then we are left with only one free parameter w. (The value frnax follows from the normalization condition off(g).)
It must, however, be mentioned that besides the Gaussian spread function many other functions such as the well-known March function (March, 1932) have been suggested in the literature (see e.g. Dollase, 1986) , and that the accuracy of the results depends on the excact knowledge of the spread function.
DETERMINATION OF THE REFLECTIVITIES
The reflectivities R as defined in Eq (2), may depend on a number of parameters (hkl) which may not be totally known as was mentioned already in the context of Eq. (2).
If we assume that the parameters of the ideal crystal lattice are known, i.e. crystal structure, lattice vibration (temperature), solid solution and ordering, then still lattice defects depending on the actual state of the material (due to mechanical and/ or thermal treatment of the sample) may have an unknown influence. Reflectivities may be obtained in the following ways: ab-initio calculation of the reflectivities from structure data (lattice defects not included), reflectivities taken from reference file (JCPDS) (lattice defects as in the reference sample), experimental determination of the actual reflectivities (lattice defects as in the actual sample).
Particularly for this latter methods many variants using internal or external standards are known. Full texture analysis as described above can contribute to this problem. As it was mentioned, full texture analysis can be carried out without knowing the normalization factors N/hgt in Eq (9). Rather these factors are obtained as a result of this procedure. The reflectivities can then be obtained from Eq. (10) with Vi= 1. The relative intensities r[hkl in Eq. (11) can even be obtained from texture measurements of phase mixtures With V' -1.
INFLUENCE OF SAMPLE AGGREGATE PARAMETERS
Equation (2) is valid under some idealizing assumptions, concerning the polycrystalline aggregate, which may be very restrictive, indeed. Some of the most important aggregate parameters will be considered in the following.
Particle statistics
The volume fractions V are (at the best) the fractions of the phases within the irradiated volume of the sample. If the phase particles are not very small, these volume fractions are subject to statistical fluctuations which can be expressed in terms of the number of particles n in the irradiated volume. Hence, the uncertainty of the volume fractions may be expressed by
Crystallite statistics Similar statistical fluctuations may apply to the texture factor P depending on the number of crystallites, the size of which may be identical with the size of particles (single crystal particles) or may be smaller. The uncertainty of the texture factor is thus of the order dP d__n_n [/,/]-1/2 (n number of reflecting crystallites).
e n It must be mentioned that n in Eq. (14) means the number of crystallites in reflecting orientation the volume of which may be smaller (by several orders of magnitude) than the (already small) irradiated volume. In this case the texture factor Pt,kO(a) is not a smoth function of a, rather it may be a "ragged", "peaky" function.
Particle size
Independent of particle statistics, also particle size may have a direct influence. In Eq.
(2), i is the mean absorption factor for beams reflected in the phase i. For this mean value, two limiting cases can be considered, i.e. for particles which are big or small compared to the penetration depth of the used radiation, as is illustrated in Fig. 6 . The following expressions are obtained in these two cases:
( 1 5) -i #small #J vJ (small particles). Figure 7 shows, for instance, the situation for a mixture of CaCO3 and SiO2 particles. Unfortunately, real particle sizes are often between these two limiting cases. In this intermediate range exact expressions for #i are not known. Also, such expressions (if they were known) would depend on many parameters, the exact values of which for the actual sample are unknown (see e.g. Reefman, 1997) .
Particle shape
If the particles deviate from equiaxial shape, they may be "big" in one direction and "small" in another one. In this case i may assume values between the limiting values of Eq. (15) depending on c/ and particularly also on a rotation about the diffraction vector S as shown in Fig. 8 . In this case also I(/hkt) in Eq.
(2) becomesdependent (which is, however, not considered in Eq. (2)). The effect of anisotropic absorption due to anisometric particle size is extremely strong in the case of lamellar eutectic alloys, Fig. 9 . It must, however, be assumed to be a quite general effect since powder particles are often plate-or needle-like. The absorption factor 1/ for different volume fractions of SiO2 and CaCO3 as a function of particle size. The penetration depth of CuK(, radiation in both materials is also indicated. Figure 8 Influence of particle shape on the absorption factor. Diffra/:tion plane parallel to the: (a) long axis of the particle (big-particle case), (b) short axis of the particle (small-particle case).
Figure 9
The absorption factor 1/# in a lamellar Pb-Sn ahoy as a function of the rotation b about the diffraction vector (as illustrated in Fig. 8 ).
Particle arrangement
A similar effect as that caused by anisometric particle shape may also occur by anisotropic particle arrangement. For example spherical particles aligned in strings may also lead to #i depending on
Surface inhomogeneity
Samples may show surface inhomogeneities with respect to the mentioned aggregate parameters, e.g. particle size, volume fraction, and particularly particle orientation.
Since often these inhomogeneities are in the order of magnitude of the X-ray penetration depth this leads to c-dependent averages of all these quantities when measuring at varying sample tilt angles (see e.g. Fiala, 1993) . For the treatment of textures, this would mean that Eq. (8) (considered as a function of c0 is no longer correct. Rather, also the coefficients C' in this equation would then be a-dependent.
It may be mentioned that particular measuring techniques have been developed in which the "information" depth becomes independent of the angle a in order to avoid this effect (see e.g. Bonarski et al., 1994) .
Influence of Non-texture Effects on Texture Determination
The effects of crystallite statistics, particle shape, particle arrangement, and texture inhomogeneity introduce intensity factors depending on {ahp} which are not contained in Eq.
(2). Particularly, they may introduce a-dependent errors of the intensity Ihkt)(a) in Eq. (9) which the minimization procedure in Eq. (9) tries to interprete in terms of a (non-real) texture. This effect is particularly serious in the case of "minimum effort" texture analysis where there is not enough redundance to eliminate it. In this case the results may even become worse than without taking a texture factor into account. In the case of "full texture analysis" there is sufficient redundance such that the minimization procedure can recognize intensity variations due to texture and can eliminate others, the {a3b}-dependence of which cannot be interpreted in terms of any (hypothetical) texture.
Neutron Diffraction
It is important to mention that all sample aggregate parameters which may falsify the results of powder diffraction decrease with increasing penetration depth of the used radiation. In most practical cases they are virtually absent when the penetration depth reaches the cm range. This is the case for neutron diffraction. Hence, highest precision in all powder diffraction methods can be reached by using neutron diffraction. Of course, then sample volumes in the cm range must be available (see e.g. Bunge, 1989) .
TEXTURES OBSERVED IN POWDER SAMPLES
In order to estimate the necessary number of intensity measurements in a "minimum effort" texture analysis the texture degree obtained by preparing samples from given powders was investigated (Gao et al., 1992; . Powders of different materials were pressed into a sample holder to make a fiat sample. Thereby different techniques were used but without taking precautions to avoid preferred orientation. The results are shown in Table 2 . This table gives the maximum value of the texture factor together with an estimated convergence value Aconv necessary for the representation of such texture. The weakest texture was observed in Al-powder but, nevertheless, even in this case the maximum value of the texture factor was 1.3 which means an error of 30% in the measured intensity values if the texture factor is not taken into account.
Parameters influencing the texture in a compacted powder sample were particularly: particle size and shape and their distribution functions, mechanical properties of the particles (plastic deformation, cleavage), MoS Volume % Graphite Figure 10 The maximum orientation density in mixtures of graphite and molybdenum sulfide as a function of volume fraction with equal preparation technique. The deviating points correspond to a threephase mixture containing AI as the third phase. embedding medium (air, liquid, binder phase), mode of pressing (e.g. uniaxial pressure, shear, front or rear side), volume fractions V in mixtures (interaction of particles of different phases). This latter effect was particularly strong in mixtures of graphite and molybdenum sulfide as illustrated in Fig. 10 but it was also observed in many other mixtures. It was also found that "nominally" identical powders and "nominally" identical preparation techniques gave significantly different values of the texture factors.
In some cases, textures consisting of more than one preferred orientation were found as is seen for MoS2 in Fig. 11 . In this case the method of "single peak model functions", as described above, cannot be used. Finally, the observed textures often were inhomogeneous particularly near to the sample surface.
DETERMINATION OF INTEGRATED INTENSITIES
In Eq (2) Thereby B is the normalized peak profile function of the reflex (hkl) centered at Oihkt and having a peak width b which depends on the Bragg angle 0 and very strongly on the sample tilt angle a. It is assumed here that the peak profile function is truely instrumental, i.e. it does not depend on the properties of the sample. (This latter assumption excludes the influences described in points (2) and (3) in the introduction.) Hence, the function B is assumed, here, to be known for all 0 and a.
In order to obtain integral intensities from Eq. (16) three different cases may be considered.
Non-overlapped peaks In this case the peak profile of the reflex (hkl) does not overlap with any other neighboring peak. This is particularly to be proofed for high tilt angles a where strong peak broadening occurs. The integrated intensity is then obtained by (with a constant):
integrating Eq. (16) over 0 in the vicinity of 01hkt
In this case only the normalization condition of the peak profile function is essential. The particular form of the profile function is not important. In this case "physical" integration can be used, e.g. by using a wide detector entrance slit which accepts the whole peak profile, even the broadened one in the tilted position.
Moderately overlapped peaks
In this case it is assumed that several peaks (hkl) , neighboring in 0, may be overlapped in 0 but that their distances A0 are not too small compared with the widths b(0a) of the peak profile functions, particularly including high tilt angles c. In this case peak profile analysis over O can be carried out using a least squares condition over 9, ff IIEp(OtJ) Ia(Oa3)] dO min,
with iMod according to Eq. (16) .
In this case the functions B must be known. The integrated intensities Iht)(a/3 are then obtained by minimizing Eq. (18) (see e.g. Wcislak and Bunge, 1996) in this case the intensities iExp must be measured with the highest possible resolution in 0. This method can be used, for instance, in combination with a position sensitive detector.
Strongly overlapped peaks In this case the peak positions may be very close to each other or even identical in 0. Peak separation is then obtained with the help of the texture, i.e. over the sample angles a3. For this purpose the intensity I(Oa) is expressed in the form
Here it is assumed that the textures fi(g) of the phases are already known. Eq. (19) . In this case the texture must be known additionally to the peak profile function. Peak separation is then essentially based on the a/% dependence of the experimental intensity (see e.g. Hedel et al., 1997) . Because of the large number of experimental data needed in this case, the measurements virtually require a position sensitive detector.
PEAK SHAPE AND POSITION
In Eq. (1) the density in the reciprocal space of a polycrystalline (single phase) sample was expressed in terms of the structure factors of an ideal single crystal and the orientation distribution function of the crystallites. This expression can also be generalized for the case of non-ideal crystals. In this case the density in the reciprocal space in the vicinity of the ideal reciprocal lattice point rhkt can be written in the IP(r*)l -IFtnz)l 2" D(hl)(r* r(*l))g.
(21)
The "distortion" functions D(hkl) may contain peak shift and peak broadening as is indicated in Fig. 12 . They may also contain intensity changes. This means that the integral over the function D is not necessarily equal to one. Strictly speaking, each individual crystallite may have its own particular distortion functions. In polycrystalline samples individual crystallites of the same orientation cannot be distinguished. Hence, it is only meaningfull to define distortion functions for the group of all crystallites having the same orientation g as is indicated in Eq. (21) by the index g ( Fig. 12(d) ). Then Eq.
(1) can be generalized in the form (rChg,))l J I(g. r*)l .f(g)dg.
( 22) The distribution in the reciprocal space of the polycrystalline sample thus contains peak shift and peak broadening of the reflex (hkl) both as a function of the direction a/3 of the vector r(hkO. This is shown schematically in Fig. 12 (e) (Bunge, 1997) . Peak shift and peak broadening can be measured as a function of the angles a/3 (see e.g. Wcislak and Bunge, 1996) . The texture may also be-assumed to be known from measured distribution functions of the integral intensity Eq.
(2). Then the question arises if it is possible to deconvolute Eq. (22) for the distortion function D in Eq. (21).
In the most general case where each crystal orientation g may have its own unknown distortion functions, a unique solution cannot be expected. Nevertheless, there are many special cases where it is known that the distortion functions D must have a particular form with only a few free (unknown) parameters. Then it may be possible to determine these parameters from measurements of peak shift and/or peak broadening pole figures along with integral intensity pole figures. Examples of that are the determination of internal stresses of I kind from peak shift measurements and of stresses of II and III kind and/or particle size from peak broadening. It is clear from Fig. 12 that the calculation of stresses and/or particle size from peak shift and/ or broadening pole figures depends essentially on the texture.
Internal Stresses of I Kind
According to Hooke's Law internal stresses give rise to strains which, in turn, lead to peak shift. Hooke's Law for a single crystal (assuming homogeneous stress and strain in the crystal) may be written in two equivalent forms:
Cijkl'kl, eij Sijkl'akl, [Sijkl] [Cijkl] -1.
Thereby a is the stress tensor, e is the strain tensor and C and S are the elasticity tensors (i.e. stiffness and compliance tensor, respectively). inverse to each other. All tensor components are referred to the chosen coordinate system. If we want to average over all crystallites with different crystal orientations we have to choose the (common) sample coordinate system KA for all of them. On the other hand, the elasticity tensors are usually tabulated by components referred to the crystal coordinate system KB, Fig. 3 . Hence, the tensor transformation law is needed: 
The components gij can be expressed in terms of the Euler angles of Eq. (3). In a polyerystalline material the crystallites interact elastically. Hence stresses as well as strains are not homogeneous as was assumed in Eq. (23). Rather they will depend on crystal orientation g and they may even be inhomogeneous inside a crystal.
Peak shift A0(kt)07) of the peak (hkl) measured in the sample direction f [yi] {a r} (i.e. the peak shift pole figure) is related to the average strain of the reflecting crystals taken in the direction 37, i.e. the lattice strain pole figure (Hoffmann et al., 1986 ). AO(hkl)(.) --g(hkl) f)" tan 9(hkl), (26) whereby the average strain component in the direction )7 is given by the average strain tensor g(hkl) f gij Yi Yj (27) and the average strain tensor giy is given by the integral of the individual strain tensors taken over the reflecting crystals giy f+/eij(g) de.
(28) (hkl) The orientation dependence of the strain ei(g) is not very well known. In fact it depends on the texture as well as on the local arrangement of crystallites of different orientations g (see e.g. Kiewel et al., 1995) . Hence, two limiting hypotheses are often used: ei(g) gi const. (Voigt assumption), aij(g) #iy const. (Reuss assumption).
With these two assumptions the lattice strain pole figure ght)(.7) can be expressed in terms of the average (macroscopic) stress tensor #/y (see e.g. Brakman, 1987; Barral et al., 1987; Bunge, 1988; Matthies, 1996) (hkl) In the Voigt approximation the texture average is to be taken over all crystal orientations g whereas in the Reuss approximation it is only to be taken over the one-dimensional "path" )7 _L(hkl) in the orientation space g. This is the same path as for the "texture factor", i.e. the normal pole figure, Eq. (4).
Finally, the actual lattice strain pole figure is assumed to be the average of the limiting cases Eqs. (30a,b) . This is called the Hill approximation: (Hill) . (32) In the Voigt approximation the sample direction )7 {a/} enters the expression (30a) only in the second power by the product yi'Yj. This corresponds to a direction dependence of the strain according to an ellipsoid and this, in turn, expresses itself in the well-known "sin2p Law" (which in our terminology, is a sin2a Law). In the Reuss approximation also the tensor 2F Reuss depends on the sample direction 97 (as well as on the lattice plane (hkl)). Hence, the direction dependence in the lattice strain pole figure is of higher order and the "sin 2 p Law" is no longer valid. This is illustrated very drastically in Fig. 13 which is adapted from Brakman (1988) .
INDEXING UNKNOWN POWDER DIFFRACTION DIAGRAMS
The reciprocal lattice of a single crystal is defined by the vectors rl*hkt) which must be known according to their absolute values [rl*hgt) as well as to their directions (O(hkl)"Y(hkl)}. They can be measured, e.g. by a single crystal diffractometer. This way the indices (hkl) are, immediately given (at least with respect to the (arbitrarily) chosen crystal coordinate system).
The reciprocal space of a random powder sample is spherically symmetric, ---m TD Figure 13 Lattice strain versus sin2b (corresponding to sin2t in the present terminology) in two sample directions compared with the Hill approximation, Eq. (32) (Brakman, 1988). rise to the absolute values Ir(*hkt)l obtained from the powder diffraction diagram. The solution of this problem must be found in the nine-dimensional space of three reciprocal lattice vectors E*/*E*.
The reciprocal space of a textured polycrystalline sample is not spherically symmetric, Fig. 2(b) . Rather, the intensity distribution P(hkt)(cz) can, in principle, be obtained. Hence, much more experimental data are available to solve the indexing problem. The solution should be the easier the sharper the texture of the sample (in fact, the upper limit of a "sharp texture" is the single crystal). The functions P(hkt)(a3) are two-dimensional projections of the three-dimensional texture function f(g) taken along "paths" specified by (hkl), Eq. (4). In fact, the finction f(g) depends on three angular variables Ol, q, 02 whereas the projection P depends on four, i.e. )(hkl)Tthkl)Otfl as indicated in Eq. (4). This means that the functions P (of these four variables) cannot be chosen completely deliberately (even not in the case that f(g) is unknown and hence is deliberate). This internal condition between different functions P(hkl)(Oz) can be used as a criterion for correct (or incorrect) indexing. We define a misfit parameter sin a da dfl AP,
which depends on experimental errors of the p Exp as well as on the correct or incorrect choice of the set of (hkl) in pmod according to Eq. (4). If the indexing was correct then texture analysis as described above would give the correct texture function f(g) (or a good approximation to it). In this case the misfit parameter would be small. If, on the other hand, indexing was incorrect then the procedure of texture analysis is carried out with wrong coefficients K(O(t)7(hkt)) in Eq. (8) and it will thus result in t wrong (meaningless) function f(g). Hence, in this case the misfit parameter AP will be high. If the texture is represented in terms of the series expansion (7) then also the misfit parameter AP can be expressed in terms of a series expansion (see e.g. Bunge and Park, 1996) . In Fig. 14 an example of correct and wrong indexing is shown. The correct indexing is very distinctly distinguished from all wrong indexings.
